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Bhasha Research and Publication Centre
and Purva Prakash
Bhasha Research and Publication Centre,
created as a platform for the voice of Adivasis,
has been actively engaged in documentation of
the oral traditions, traditional knowledge
systems and cultural expressions of adivasi
communities.
Over the years Bhasha has encouraged a
dialogue between ‘adivasi’ and other
‘established’ forms of literature and created
spaces for the imaginative and intellectual
expression of adivasi and nomadic communities.
Bhasha’s publications strive for recognition of
oral traditions as a form of knowledge.
Bhasha’s effort over the years to provide a
platform to adivasi writers has led to the
emergence of a literary awakening among the
communities. To give further energy to the
movement, Bhasha has created a new wing for
its publication activity by the name Purva
Prakash. Purva meaning east and patti signifying
belt, evoke both, the knowledge traditions of
the eastern adivasi belt of Gujarat as well as of
the eastern world. Purva Prakash offers a
platform for alternative literature, focusing on
issues related to communities that stand on the
fringe of the mainstream.
Bhasha and Purva Prakash have so far published
books in thirty four tribal languages as well as in
major languages Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati and
English.
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Purva Prakash / Bhasha Publications
English Titles

The Ao-Naga Oral Tradition
Author: Temsula Ao
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 1999
Price: Rs 125, $ 9
Pages: 185
The Ao Naga Oral Tradition is a collection of the oral traditions of the Ao-Naga
community of Nagaland. In the words of the author, ‘this book is an attempt to present
this tradition among the Aos as their way of life.’ The collection is interesting for the
general readers of literature as well as the scholar who is likely to explore the world
beyond the tales.
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Adivasi Legal Provisions, Languages and Locations
Compilation
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2000
Price: Rs 250, $ 15
Pages: 216
Adivasi Legal Provisions, Languages and Locations brings together the laws related to
the Denotified and Nomadic communities along with a list of adivasi communities and
languages and their locations.
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Manda Oral Literature

Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2009
Author: B. Ramkrishna Reddy
ISBN No: 81-7342-183-0
Price: Rs 150, $ 12
Pages: 218
Language: Manda and English
The Kondhs Adivasis of Orissa speak the Kui, Kuvi, Pengo, Manda and Indi-Awe
languages. Manda Oral Literature presents the myths, festivals, rituals, life cycles and
stories of the Manda-Kondhs, reflecting the social and cultural conventions of the
community, its traditional wisdom and relationship with nature, worldview and
philosophy of life. Manda Oral Literature is of interest to scholars of languages and
literature, anthropology, narratology, folklore, sociology and oral history.
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Manda - English Dictionary
Author: B. Ramakrishna Reddy
Language: Manda and English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2009
ISBN No: 81-7342-185-4
Price: Rs 135, $ 10
Pages: 164
The Manda language spoken by a section of the Kondh tribe belongs to the southcentral sub-group of the Dravidian family of languages. The Manda-Kondhs inhabit the
highlands of Thuamal Rampur Block of Kalahandi district in Orissa. Having a population
of about five thousand, the languages of the Kondh community have become
endangered under the impact and influence of the major regional languages and their
dominance in the visual electronic media. The Manda-English Dictionary brings the
Manda native (Dravidian) vocabulary as well as words borrowed from Oriya. The
vocabulary presented here signifies the tribe’s socio-cultural practices, ways of life,
categorization of the universe, rituals, festivals, flora, fauna, kinship, inter-personal
interaction, relationship with nature and value systems.
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Tribal Literature of Gujarat
Editor: Nishaant Choksi
Language: Adivasi languages, Gujarati and English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2009
Price: Rs 150, $ 12
Pages: 218

Tribal Literature of Gujarat presents the oral literature of adivasi communities of
Gujarat’s eastern belt along with cultural and linguistic descriptions of the various tribal
regions in the state. The publication features stories and songs from each community in
the original adivasi language along with an English translation. The book offers its reader
a glimpse into the narrative traditions of Gujarat’s adivasi communities and material for
linguistic comparison.
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Indigenous Peoples: Responding to Human Ecology
Author: Lachman M. Khubchandani
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2009
ISBN No: 81-7342184-6
Price: Rs 130, $ 15
Pages: 148
Indigenous Peoples reflects on the current development crises in a framework of human
ecology and discusses how Adivasis have responded. Indigenous Peoples explores the
rubric of indigenous knowledge systems and discusses the issue of language
endangerment in the context of politico-economic and technological patterns of
modern societies. The book argues for re-assessment of development plans and
strategies in the context of adivasi worldview.
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Budhan: A Play
Author: Dakxin Bajarange
Translated by: Sonal Baxi
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, 2010
Price: Rs 10, $ 3
Pages: 32
Based on the custodial death incident of Budhan Sabar, Budhan is representative of the
injustice and social stigma that the Denotified and Nomadic communities are faced with.
The play speaks of the need to bring justice to the DNTs of India.
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The Ramayan and other Oral Narratives of the Kunknas
Documented by: Dahyabhai Vadhu
Translated by: Avaneesh Bhatt
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2011
ISBN No: 978-81-7373-107-4
Price: Rs 200, $ 20
Pages: 202
The Ramayan and other Oral Narratives of the Kunknas presents the oral tradition of the
Ramayan and other narratives prevalent among the Kunkna adivasis of Dang in South
Gujarat. The volume offers a glimpse into the richness of tribal imagination and the deep
connections of the mainstream and tribal literary traditions.
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Bharath: An Epic of the Dungri Bhils
Documented by Bhagwandas Patel and Translated by Nila Shah
Language: English
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-7373-105-0
Price: Rs 500, $ 30
Pages: 456
Bharath is a living oral narrative of epical length and scope, prevalent among the Dungri
Bhil Adivasis of northern Gujarat. A mélange of ritual, song, music and performance,
Bharath bring forth the richness of Adivasi imagination and creativity. Bharath portrays
both the divergences and interconnections the Bhili and the mainstream version of the
Mahabharath, opening opportunities for studies in the area of Comparative Literature
and Folklore.
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Tribal Arts in India: The National Inventory of Tribal Museums
Language: English
Publisher: Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-922405-5-8
Price: Rs 1400, $ 80
Pages: 368
(Vaacha: An Interactive Village CD worth Rs 800/- included free with this book)
The Inventory presented in this volume is the official inventory of collections in
possession of the Tribal Research and Training Institutes set up or supported by the
Government of India.
This Inventory, if not an exhaustive listing of the rich diversity of the materials, is
nonetheless a definitive invitation for researchers and institutions engaged in
conservation of tribal culture for a future exploration. The present volume is the baseline inventory and, it is hoped, will be followed by supplementary volumes in future.
This book being one of its kind, contains more than nine hundred tribal artifacts from
fourteen tribal museums in India. The presented artifact’s information contains both
pictures and information regarding the making and use of the object in its natural space.
It is both a collectors’ book for Tribal arts and a researcher’s handbook for tribal
material culture in India.
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Painted Words: An Anthology of Tribal Literature
Edited by G. N. Devy
Language: English
Publisher: Purvaprakash, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-922405-4-1
Price: Rs 350, $ 25
Pages: 312
Painted Words is the first collection of its kind: writings in a rich variety of genres by
Adivasis and Denotified tribals. Culled from all over India, the selections include tribal
versions of the Mahabharat and Ramayan, colorful legends, rhythmic epics, poignant
songs, oral histories and a simple but chilling play depicting the routine exploitation of
tribal citizens. Anchoring such fancies as a magical flower, a bed with golden legs and a
girl who lights cooking fires with her tongue are the realities of political graft, weddingday debacles and rank police brutality. Edited by one of India's foremost literary critics,
Painted Words spotlights a rarely seen, barely understood facet of India's cultural
heritage, and shows how deeply intertwined are the mainstream and tribal traditions.
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Rathod Varta: A Heroic Epic Narrative
Documented by Bhagwandas Patel
Translated by Nila Shah
ISBN No: 978-81-7373-105-0
Price: Rs 500, $ 30
Pages: 456
Rathod Varta, an oral heroic narrative of the Dungri Bhils of Gujarat, brings the exploits
of the hero-god Pabu, a Rathor Rajput. Sung on the occasion of huro, this tale of heroic
exploit has a different version across the border in Rajasthan, lending possibilities for
cross border and comparative research.
Rathod Varta brings to life the tradition of avenging the death within one’s family or
clan existing among the Dungri Bhils. Steeped in the lore of the past the tale brings alive
the history of the Dungri Bhil community, its values, and the relationship it shares with
its past and ancestors. Traditionally performed amidst community gatherings to the
accompaniment of music, this English translation is a valuable addition to the richness
and diversity of oral traditions of adivasi communities in India.

Voices of the Forest: Tribal Folktales from Southern Orissa
Collected and Edited in Oriya by Ashok Kumar Mishra and Girish Chandra Das
Translated into English by Anand Mahanand
Price: Rs 300/- $ 22
Voices of the Forest is an endeavor to document and preserve an important part of our
collective cultural heritage. The folktales included in the collection belong to the Paraja,
Gadaba, Bonda and Didai Adivasi communities inhabiting the southern regions of Odisha
in Eastern India. In these tales, animals are the main characters. The tales reflect the
economic and social life of the community, giving a glimpse into their culture, traditions
and beliefs. Together, the tales help us to know these communities closely and learn
from them significant aspects of the relationship between Nature, Animal and Man.
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Aador: An Autobiographical Fiction by Najubai Gamit
Translated by Shobha Pawar
Price : Rs 350
Aador is the real life story of Najubai Gavit, a tribal woman from Mavchi tribe in
Maharashtra that fictionalizes the gruesome facts of her life; sans stance, sans protest,
sans philosophy. Besides being a story of the author’s personal odyssey, Aador,
described by the author as being the first part her autobiographical fiction, is an unusual
chronicle of immense odds against which the tribals have been struggling. As we drift
along the stories within the stories of innumerable characters, essentially small, we are
in for tremendous learning about their respect for environment, principle of equality
and their power of endurance. It also offers insight into the tribals’ coming to terms with
their own distinctness, their struggle for existence, their awareness and assimilation
with the changing culture.
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Gujarati Titles

Police ni sangathe Apde
Language: Gujarati - Rathwi
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Police Department (Vadodara Rural)
Price: Rs 40, $ 2
Pages: 22

Police ni Sangathe Apde, was published in collaboration with the Department of Rural
Police, Vadodara District, as a means of conflict resolution between the adivasi
community and the law by spreading legal literacy. The booklet carries pictorial
illustrates by adivasi artists, depicting sections of the Indian Penal Code accompanied
with elucidations in Gujarati and Rathwi, the adivasi language spoken in Chhotaudepur,
Kanwant, Pavijetpur talukas of Vadodara district. The book has a wide reach among
panchayats and community members.
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Mandol
Language: Panchmahali Bhili
Author: Surmal Vahonia
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2007
Price: Rs 150, $ 6
Pages: 74
Mandol is a novel based on the practice of witchcraft prevalent among adivasi
communities of Panchamahals, Gujarat. Surmal Vahonia sensitively portrays how this
social practice among certain adivasi communities has become a means of exploiting its
women.
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Hind Swaraj Vishe
Author: Tridip Suhrud
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Price: Rs 30, $ 3
Pages: 112
Hind Swaraj Vishe revisits and reflects on Hind Swaraj, Mahatma Gandhi’s critique of
modern civilization that continues to be the heart of his worldview and philosophy of
swaraj.
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Swami Govind Guru: Jeevan ane Karya
Author: Arjunsinh Pargi
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Price: Rs 40, $ 3
Pages: 104
Swami Govind Guru : Jeevan ane Karya capsulates the life of Govind Guru, a social
reformer who lived among the adivasis of Gujarat and Rajasthan, and revisits the
Mangadh uprising of 1913 against the British.
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Ananay te Por
Author: Arvind Patel
Language: Dodia
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2010
Price: Rs 100, $ 7
Pages: 182
A collection of stories from the Dodia community in the Dodia language, the publication
provides a summary of the stories in Gujarati for non-Dodia readers.
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Dapu
Author: Surmal Vahonia
Language: Panchmahali Bhili
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2010
Price: Rs 50, $ 4
Pages: 60

Dapu is based on the practice of bride price among adivasis of Panchmahals region
where the bride price has increased exorbitantly, trapping couples in the vicious circle of
indebtedness and migration. Dapu portrays the practice through a woman’s life and
perspective.
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Tarunavasthana Umbare
Author: Kiran N. Shinglot
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Price: Rs 60, $ 4
Pages: 116
Addressing the phase of adolescence, the book discusses the physical, psychological and
emotional changes that young girls and boys undergo during this phase. A must read for
teachers and parents.
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Rathwa Samajna Lagnageeto (3 volumes)
Documented by Nita Rathwa, Naran Rathwa, Vikesh Rathwa
Language: Gujarati and Rathwi
Publisher: Bhasha Research and Publication Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, 2011
Price: At no Cost
Rathwa Samajna Lagnogeeto belongs to Bhasha’s endeavor to revitalizing the cultural
traditions among the adivasi communities through digital technology. Compiled by a
group of young documenters from the community, the volumes bring together the
songs rendered during the various marriage rituals and ceremonies in the Rathwa
community. The book is extremely popular within the community, reviving local
traditions under threat from modernization.
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Dakshin Gujaratna Adivasi Nrutyo
Vikram Chaudhari, Dhiru Patel, Kulin Patel, Manoj Chaudhari
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Bhasha Research and Publication Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, 2011
Price: At no Cost
Pages: 120
Dakshin Gujaratna Adivasi Nrutyo documents the various dance traditions among
adivasis of south Gujarat. The publication presents the context, style and rendering of
the Dovra, Madar, Tarpa-Pavri, Dungar Dev-Mavli, Thakarya, Toor and Harkhi dance
traditions in Gujarat.
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Gujaran-no-Arelo
Documented and Edited by Bhagwandas Patel
Language: Gujarati, Dungri Bhili
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, Vadodara, 2012
ISBN No.: 978-81-7373-108-1
Price: Rs 350, $ 28
Pages: 432
Gujaran-no-Arelo is a folk epic of the adivasis of the Khedbrahma region in north
Gujarat. ‘Arelo’ literary means a story dramatically presented through a song. Gujarano
Arelo encompasses the life stories of native heroes. The epic narratives of the
community, known as bhajan varta in their language, are specific to certain traditions.
The tales not only allude to the belief, customs or rituals of their community, but also
underline their faith and respect in their traditional ways of life.
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Rathod Varta
Documented and Edited by Bhagwandas Patel
Language: Gujarati, Dungri Bhili
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, Vadodara, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-7373-109-8
Price: Rs 400, $ 32
Pages: 534
Rathor Varta, a heroic epic narrative of the Dungri Bhils of north Gujarat, is based on the
exploits of a hero-god, Pabu, a Rathor Rajput. Pabu is considered as an incarnate God by
many nomadic communities of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Punjab, and narratives of epical
length and scope relating to the life of Pabu exist on each side of the border between
Gujarat and Rajasthan. While in Gujarat, various episodes from Rathor Varta are recited
and performed on different occasions; its counterpart in Rajasthan is sung by bhopas,
the itinerant bard singers, who travel from one place to another carrying a rolled clothpainting known as par. Though at the centre of both tales lies birth, exploits, death and
avenging of Pabu’s death, they diverge considerably from each other in the matter of
content and stylistic graces, thereby opening possibilities for comparison and research.
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Rom Sitmani Varta
Documented and Edited by Bhagwandas Patel
Language: Gujarati, Dungri Bhili
Publisher: Bhasha Centre and Central Institute of Indian Languages, Vadodara, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-7373-110-4
Price: Rs 500, $ 40
Pages: 692
Rom-Sitmani Varta belongs to the Dungri Bhil adivasis of North Gujarat. It is an oral text
divided into thirty pankhudias or cantos. The epics of such dimensions as Rom-Sitmani
Varta usually narrate stories that encompass three to four generations and include
several episodes and cantos. The Bhili Ram Varta is in verse form and is sung to the
accompaniment of song, dance and music. It is closely linked with rituals and religious
belief system of the community.
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Adivasi Jane Chhe ane Vikas Vichar
(The Tribal Knows and Thoughts on Development)
Author: Ganesh Devy
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2006
Price: Rs 50, $ 4
Pages: 152
This compendium has two sections: Adivasi Jane Chhe and Vikas Vichar. Adivasi Jane
Chhe discusses the role of tribal knowledge systems in society, the various modes of
knowledge and the processes of knowledge transmission within the community.
Thoughts on Development presents the author’s dialogue and educational experiment
with a group of young tribal graduates whom he taught at the Adivasi Academy. Having
taught in a formal university for nearly thirty years, the dialogue explores fundamental
questions of education, social responsibility, village economy, the definition and ethics
of development. Based on an actual development initiative, the book attaches
importance to adivasi development on their own terms and is an excellent guide for
every worker devoted to adivasi empowerment. Adivasi Jane Chhe has been awarded
the Bhasha Bharati Sanman.
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Dhartina Vachan
Author: Kanji Patel
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Purvaprakash, 2012
ISBN No: 978-81-922405-9-6
Price: Rs 100, $ 8
Pages: 116
This book is a collection of poems by a very well known Gujarati poet, writer and social
activist Prof. Kanji Patel.
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Tejgadhni Vate
Author: Kanji Patel
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Purvaprakash, 2012
Price: Rs 30, $ 3
Pages: 52
Tejgadhni Vate narrates the author’s engagement for over twenty years with Adivasi
and Nomadic communities and the creation of the Adivasi Academy, intended as a
people’s institution for their research, education and empowerment.
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Glossaries
Series Editor: Dr I S Borkar
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara
Price: Rs 100 each, $ 8 each
Brought out in collaboration with Central Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore, the
Adivasi Language Glossaries are designed as a teaching aid for non-adivasi teachers
teaching in adivasi areas as well as for adivasi children who, due to the influence of
formal education, are gradually being alienated from their culture and language. Each of
the glossaries has nearly 1300 picture frames accompanied by the word in the adivasi
languages and equivalents in Gujarati and English. The words are drawn from the local
context and include body parts, clothing, ornaments, architecture, household items,
agricultural equipment, cultural symbols, environment, food, numericals etc.

Glossaries published include:
 Rathwi (Eds. Naran Rathwa, Sailesh Patel, Subhash Ishai, Surmal Vahonia) spoken in
Chhotaudepur region of Vadodara district.
 Dungri Bhili (Ed. Virchand Panchal, Bhagwandas Patel, Navjibhai Dabhi) spoken in
north Gujarat.
 Garasia (Ed. Virchand Panchal, Bhagwandas Patel, Navjibhai Dabhi, Babubhai Angari)
spoken in north Gujarat.
 Panchmahali Bhili (Ed. Surmal Vahonia, Sailesh Patel, Kanji Patel) spoken in central
parts of Gujarat.
 Dehwali (Ed. Chamulal Rathwa and Subhash Pavra) spoken in Bharuch and Narmada
districts of Gujarat and western Khandesh district of Maharashtra.
 Pavri (Ed. Subhash Pavra, Vijay Pavra) spoken in Dhulia region of Maharashtra.
 Kukna (Ed. Dhirubhai Patel, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal Baxi) spoken in Dangs in south
Gujarat.
 Madari (Ed. Babunath Madari, Viramnath Madari, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal Baxi)
spoken by Madari community.
 Chaudhari (Ed. Vikram Chaudhari, Damyanti Chaudhari, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal
Baxi) spoken in south Gujarat.
 Gamit (Ed. Dilip Gamit, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal Baxi) spoken in south Gujarat.
 Bhantu (Ed. Ankur Garange, Vinod Meenkar, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal Baxi) spoken
by Chharas.
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 Wanjhari (Ed. Khushbu Vanzara, Amrabhai Vanzara, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal Baxi)
spoken by Wanjharas.
 Chamthi (Ed. Bharath Salat, Ambaben Salat, Bharat Salat, Bhagwandas Patel, Sonal
Baxi) spoken by Chamthi.
 Naiki (Ed. Parvatbhai M. Nayak, Fatabhai J. Nayak, Rangitbhai Bariya, Bhagwandas
Patel, Sonal Baxi) spoken by Naiks.



Gujarati-English Pictorial Glossary
Prepared by Bhagwandas Patel and Sonal Baxi
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara
Price: Rs 125 each, $ 9 each
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Hindi Titles

SEZ: Ek Sarvanashi Tsunami
Author: Abhijeet Sengupta
Translated by: Susheel Gupta
Language: Hindi
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Price: Rs 80, $ 7
Pages: 101
SEZ:Ek Sarvanashi Tsunami, presents the impact of SEZ on marginalized communities
who are largely the ones who get displaced by such initiatives. SEZ discusses the
international context in which the SEZ Act came into enforcement and analyses its
social, legal and ecological framework. The author draws upon the adverse impact of
similar experiments in other nations as Brazil, Japan, Argentina, Phillipines and
Indonesia.
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Kahani Meri Tumhari
Autobiographies of Budhan Theatre Actors
Language: Hindi
Publisher: Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2011
Price: Rs 40, $ 4
Pages: 144
Located in Ahmedabad, the Budhan Theatre Group has evolved from the efforts of the
Chhara denotified community to redefine their ‘criminal’ identity. Kahani Meri Tumhari
voices the life stories of the Budhan Theatre Actors as they present their struggle to
survive and establish themselves as artists, defying the label of ‘born criminal’ that has
historically been appended to the denotified and nomadic communities.
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Bhartiya Adim Sangeet (Gujarat): Swarlekhan evam Bhavarth
Prachi Dublay and Narayan Rathwa
Language: Hindi
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Vadodara, 2011
Price: at no cost
Pages: 128
Bhartiya Adim Sangeet for Gujarat brings selections of tribal songs from Chaudhari,
Gamit, Rathwa and Dehwali communities along with their notations. The songs are
transcribed in the Devanagri script along with the social and cultural context in which
they are traditionally rendered. The book will be extremely useful to researchers and
practitioners of music and those from the area of Culture Studies, Folklore, and
Anthropology.
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Bhartiya Adim Sangeet (Gujarat): Chaudhari Samajna Geeto
Research and Edited by: Jayashree (Asha) J. Chaudhari
Notations by: Manjiri Parag Karve
Language: Gujarati
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Vadodara, 2011
Price: Rs. 150/Pages: 240
Bhartiya Adim Sangeet – Chaudhari Samajna Geeto for Gujarat brings selections of tribal
songs from Chaudhari, Gamit, Rathwa and Dehwali communities along with their
notations. The songs are transcribed in the Devanagri script along with the social and
cultural context in which they are traditionally rendered. The book will be extremely
useful to researchers and practitioners of music and those from the area of Culture
Studies, Folklore, and Anthropology.
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Marathi Titles

Agnyaankosh arthart Nasaabniti
Edited by Atmaram Rathod
Language: Marathi
Publisher: Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 1998
Price: Rs 50, $ 4
Pages: 78
The panchayat among the Banjara community is known as ‘nasaab’. The Banjaras have a
tradition of narrating brilliant stories while making a defense. The author uses the
‘nasaab’ method to make a statement about the governance and politics in the country.
Agnyaankosh is a brilliant collection of stories portraying reality through irony and
humor.
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Music and Interactive Displays

Tur: The Great Music of Tribals of Gujarat (8 volumes)
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs
Price:
These volumes contain Dehwali, Gujarati, Chaudhari, Rathwi and Gamit songs sung to
the tune of instruments like Ghangri, Mandal, Dhol, Sharnai, Nagari, Peha, Pehi, Tur,
Thali, Dhak, Kartal and Vohri. Rendered during festivals, weddings, cultural melas, the
songs and music presents the essence of Adivasi expression and engagement with life.
These eight CDs contain original songs by Adivasi artists of the entire eastern belt of
Gujarat.
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Pratisaad
Prachi Dublay
Language: Hindi
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs Vadodara, 2011
Price: at no cost
It is observed that adivasi tones connect to the primeval consciousness. Pratisaad is an
attempt to present a few Rathwa, Dehwali and Gamit wedding compositions sung
originally by adivasi women of Gujarat, India in their traditional way. This CD aims at
exploring the nuances and complexities of adivasi music by re-rendering it. It is
interesting to observe the journey of the songs from the tranquility of forest villages to
urban context. Music subtly changes its colour and tone when a trained urban voice
responds to these adivasi songs in order to enhance the melodic structure of these
outwardly simple looking compositions. However, to focus more on the melody, a
minimalistic approach has been followed in re-recording these songs. The renderings
include only three acoustic Indian instruments along with the solo voice of Prachi
Dublay.
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Vaacha: An Interactive Village
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs
Price: Rs 800, $ 40 (Available free on purchase of Tribal Arts in India: The National
Inventory of Tribal Museums)
Vaacha is an imaginary village and has the distinction of being first interactive media
designed for museums in India. Vaacha consists of numerous animated folktales, films,
photographs and more than 900 examples of tribal art from India. One can explore
these by visiting various places in the village such as the market, forest, river, fields and
pastures where you will learn about the different adivasi communities, their religious
and cultural practices, music, dance, handicrafts, paintings and much more.
Vaacha was created as part of the National Consortium of Tribal Arts and Culture, a
project carried out by Bhasha Research and Publication Centre with the support of
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India.
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Gujaratna Adivasinu Sangeet: An Audio Visual Interactive
Language: Languages of Gujarat
Publisher: Bhasha Research Centre-Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Vadodara, 2011
Price: at no cost
Bringing the songs, music and dance of the adivasi communities of Gujarat, this audio
visual interactive is a treat for music and art lovers.
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TRIBAL LITERATURE AND ORAL TRADITION SERIES
(Published in collaboration with SAHITYA AKADEMI)
In order to document and conserve the rich tradition of oral literature in the tribal
languages, Sahitya Akademi established the Tribal Literature and Oral Tradition Project.
The Tribal Literature and Oral Literature Series published literary texts in bilingual
editions. The volumes published include literature in Dehwali, Kinnari, Bhili, Khasi,
Saora, Garhwali, Mizo, Gor-Banjara, Bhili, Kunkna, Garo, Chattisgarhi and Gamit
languages. The series is edited by Dr G N Devy.
Dehwali Sahitya (Dehwali Literature)
Compiled and Translated into Marathi by: Chamulal Rathwa
Language : Dehwali - Marathi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2001
Price : Rs 100
Pages : 239
ISBN : 81-260-1222-6
Dehwali Literature brings together the songs and poetry of the Dehwali people living in
areas bordering Gujarat and Maharashtra, more specifically around Surat, Bharuch,
Nandurbar, Navapur, Taloda and Akkalkuva. The introduction by Chamulal Rathwa
provides a detailed background to the history of the Dehwali people, their oral
traditions, migrations and language varieties. The poems are divided into six sections :
songs of devotion, songs sung during the Holi festival, love songs, marriage songs and
songs of bereavement. There is an entire section devoted to contemporary poetry of
Babulal Arya, Chamulal Rathwa, Vishram Valvi and Devendra Vasave. Many of these are
activist poems based on the themes of freedom, governance, poverty, education and
power. The last section of the volume has short Dehwali stories.
***
Garo Literature
Language : Garo – English
Compiled and Translated into English by : Caroline Marak
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2002, 2004, 2005
Price : Rs 75, Pages : 176
ISBN : 81-260-1372-9
The Garos are concentrated in the state of Meghalaya. The anthology of Garo Literature
contains songs, folktales and poetry, oral and written and a play. The volume provides
an excellent understanding of Garo literature as it has emerged over the generations.
The book provides the reader an overview of the life and culture, traditional myths and
the world-view of the Garos.
***
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Bharthari, A Chattisgarhi Oral Epic (Garo Literature)
Documented by Nandkishore Tiwari
Translated by H. U. Khan and Arvind Macwan
Language : Garo - English
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2002
Price : Rs 100
Pages : 156
ISBN : 81-260-1363-X
Bharthari is a folk-epic with its own traditions spread over several states of central and
western India and is sung in numerous regional versions. The legend of King Bharhari is
very popular among both tribal and non-tribal communities of central India. Bharthari,
documented by Nandkishore Tiwari presents the Chhatisgarhi version of the heroicspiritual legend of the King and is primarily based on an extremely popular version of
the tale as sung and performed by Surajbai Khande and Lakhan Lal.
***
Gamit Dantkathao (Gamit Stories)
Documented and translated into Gujarati by Fr. Raymund A. Chauhan S.J.
Language : Gamit - Gujarati
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2002
Price : Rs 70
Pages : 92
ISBN : 81-260-1373-7
The stories in Gamit Dantkathao have been documented by Fr Raymond Chauhan who
spent seven long years living among the Gamits. Fr Raymond Chauhan was amazed by
the myths of the Gamit community and his concern for their gradual erasure from the
imagination of the people led him to bring them together as a work of literature. The
author emphasizes that the myth narrators in this book are uneducated. However, the
stories reflect their inner world of experiences and raises fundamental and foundational
questions of life. The author’s introduction adds to the reader’s understanding of Gamit
society and culture.
***
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Kunkna Kathao (Kunkna Stories)
Documented and translated into Gujarati by Dahyabhai Vadhu
Language : Kunkna - Gujarati
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2000
Price : Rs 60
Pages : 177
ISBN : 81-260-0876-8
Stories of this title are compiled by Dahyabhai Vadhu who has been
awarded the Katha award for his work. The Kunknas predominantly
live in the Dangs, along the Gujarat-Maharashtra border as also in
Valsad and Navasari and in the Nasik, Thane, Dhule districts region of South Gujarat. The
oral literature of the Kuknas is associated with their festivals and rituals.
Dahyabhai Vadhu’s collection presents the following folktales :
1. The Tale of Satimata sung at the time of birth
3. The Tale of Salvan and Mansinha sung at the time of death
4. The Tale of Kanasari sung at the time of harvest
5. The Tale of Una
In their actual renderings, these tales are told to the accompaniment of ‘ghanghali’,
'thali', 'dhak', ‘madal’, ‘sangad’ and go on for eight to ten hours. These tales reveal the
personal world view of the community and its belief system.
***
Kinnari Sabhyata aur Sahitya (Kinnari Society and Literature)
Documented and translated into Hindi by Tashi Chhering Negi
Language : Hindi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2005
Price : Rs 150
Pages : 208
ISBN : 81-260-2134-9
Kinnari Sabhyata aur Sahitya has a very detailed introduction by Tashi Chhering Negi
that familiarizes the reader with the geography, history and socio-cultural aspects of the
people of Kinnaur in Himachal Pradesh. The author presents a wide range of songs :
songs for gods and goddesses, songs for religious occasions, death songs, historical
songs, songs linked to places or memorials, religious legends, marriage songs, songs for
social occasions. Many of these have a source in an actual event in the past. The volume
also includes an interesting collection of short stories.
***
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Bhilon ka Bharath
Documented by Bhagwandas Patel
Translated by Mrudula Pareek
Language : Hindi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, Delhi, 2000
Price : Rs 125
Pages : 565
ISBN : 81-260-1000-2
Compiled between 1984 and 1987, Bhili Mahabharat is the result of its author
Bhagwandas Patel’s painstaking efforts and devotion to document the traditions of the
Garasia Bhils living on the borders of Gujarat and Rajasthan. An eminent folklorist,
Bhagwandas Patel has spent a major part of his life documenting their epics and
legends. Having lived with the community, Bhagwandas Patel has had the opportunity
to participate in their social and religious festivals, which he says follow the pattern of
nature’s rhythmic cycle. While the original Bhili Mahabharat is sung, the written
documentation is valuable for many of us who are not a part of the community. The
Bhili version of the Mahabharat is very different form the standard version of the epic
and provides and understanding of adivasi traditions and culture.
***
Male Madeswara, a Kannada Oral Epic
Collected by K. Keshavan Prasad and translated by C. N. Ramachandran and L. N. Bhat
Language : English
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2001
Price : Rs 225
Pages : 444
Male Madeswara, an oral epic sung in Karnataka, is documented by K. Keshavan Prasad
on the basis of recitation of the epic by Hebbani Madayya and his troupe. Male
Madeswara has six major episodes that narrate the story of Madeswara, a young
Veerashira saint, who wanders for long in search of a suitable place to settle down,
struggles hard to establish his cult among strange people who follow other gods and
who eventually gets himself anchored in the hearts of common people by his miraculous
deeds. There are many versions of the story of Madeswara, however, this is the longest
and the most popular.
***
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Gorwat
Documented and Translated into Marathi by Atmaram
Rathod
Language : Gor Banjara - Marathi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2006
Price : Rs 150
Pages : 230
ISBN : 81-260-2139-X
Gorwat is a collection of Banjara literature comprising songs and stories. The long
introduction by the author provides a background to the Banjara history, social
composition of the community, religion and rituals, practice of magic, role of headman
and locates the community in the present context. The detailed notes to the poems give
the meaning and context of the poem.
***

Warli Lokgeet (Warli Songs)
Compiled and Translated in Marathi by Kavita Mahajan
Language : Warli - Marathi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2000
Price : Rs 80
Pages : 251
Warli Lokegeet brings together many songs in the Warli language spoken in Nasik and
Thane districts of Maharashtra and the borders of Gujarat. Songs sung on various
occasions from birth to death among the Warlis have been collected and translated into
Marathi by Kavita Mahajan.
***
Garhwali Lokgeet (Garhwali Folksongs)
Documented and Translated into Hindi by Govind Chatak
Language : Garhwali and Hindi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2000
Price : Rs 250
Pages : 450
ISBN : 81-260-1001-0
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Garhwali Lokgeet is a collection of the folk songs of the Garhwal region in Himachal
Pradesh. Govind Chatak has compiled folk songs that are disappearing from the small
Gadhwal hamlets at the foothills of the Himalayas. The volume covers songs such as the
vasanti, chaiti, khuded and various other forms of lyrics. The volume has distributed
songs into prakriti (nature) and pranay geet. The songs express human emotions,
mountain life, customs, people’s relationship with nature, their manifestation of their
emotions in nature. There is a wide variety in the stylistic features of the songs. There is
‘chopti’, ‘bajuband’ ‘laman’ and ‘chalukhya’.
***
Mizo Songs and Folk Tales
Compiled and Translated into English by Laltluangliana Khiangte
Language : Mizo - English
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2002
Price : Rs 100
Pages : 170

Bhakarda Bhumiya
Compiled and Translated into Hindi by Arjunsinh Shekhawat
Language : Garasia – Hindi
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2006
Price : Rs 250
***
Saora Folktales and Songs
Compiled and Translated into English by Mahendra Kumar Mishra
Language : Saora - English
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2004
***
Khasi Folktales and Songs
Compiled and Translated into English by Desmond L Kharmawphlang
Language : Khasi - English
Publisher : Sahitya Akademi, New Delhi, 2004
Price : Rs 125/***
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MAGAZINES
Magazines
Dhol (1998 – 2004)
Dhol was a periodical conceptualized and edited by a group of Adivasis who decided to
have a periodical of their own for inter-community as well as intra-community
communication and dialogue. The magazine was published in eleven adivasi languages
(Ahirani, Bhantu, Chaudhari, Dehwali, Dungri Bhili, Garasiya, Gor Banjara, Kunkana,
Panchmahali Bhili, Pavri, and Rathwi), and two non-tribal languages (Marathi and
Gujarati). The magazine generated a tradition of writing among speech communities
that followed an oral tradition. The magazine was both read and ‘read aloud’ within the
various communities. The magazine revitalized these threatened languages and
provided voice to silenced cultures.
Dhol became a medium for intellectual and cultural exchange among adivasi
communities. Dhol comprises writings on adivasi literature, festivals, rituals, social
customs, medicinal systems and traditional system of justice and responses of adivasi
thinkers on issues of globalization, forest rights, citizenship, labour and modern
education.
Following the wide interest in documentation and translation of adivasi literature that
Dhol evoked, it was decided to discontinue its publication. We now bring out Lakhara, a
magazine for adivasi literary expression. Dhol issues are available.
***

Budhan (1998 -2001)
Named after Budhan Sabar, a DNT killed under police atrocity in West Bengal, the
Budhan newsletter was launched by Mahasveta Devi and Ganesh Devy to voice the
human rights issues of the Denotified and Nomadic communities of India. Published in
English and Hindi, Budhan reached out to various Ministries, Judiciary, NHRC, Media,
Writers and Civil Societies. Budhan played a significant role in shaping the Denotified
and Nomadic Tribes Movement in the country.
The newsletter was discontinued when the Government of India initiated a move to
bring about policy reforms for these communities.
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Lakhara (2008)
Editor : Jeetendra Vasava
Language : various adivasi languages
Publisher : Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Periodicity: Annual
Price : Rs 45
Pages : 86
Lakhara was a magazine launched by Purva Prakash as a space for adivasi expression.
The magazine uses the Devnagari script to document contemporary poems and stories
in various adivasi languages including Dungri Bhili, Chaudhari, Rathwi, Wadi,
Panchmahali Bhili, Dehwali, Pavri, Gujarati and Hindi.
***

Purvapara (2009 - 2010)
Editor : Jeetendra Vasava
Language : Gujarati
Publisher : Purva Prakash, Vadodara, 2008
Periodicity: Quaterly
Annual Subscription : Rs 100 for students, Rs 130 for teachers and Rs 160 for institutions
Pages : 42
Purvapara was a quarterly magazine meant to provide space for issues of education,
society and culture. The magazine has teachers and writers contributing to it.

***
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Title : Balko nu Bol (2005-2011)
Editor : Vikram Chaudhari
Language : Gujarati
Pages : 36
Periodicity: Bi-monthly
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara
Price per issue : Rs 10/Annual Subscription : Rs 100/ - (includes postage)

In 2004, Bhasha launched Bol, a magazine for adivasi children. Bol seeks to bring joy and
learning to children across Gujarat. The only magazine for adivasi children, Bol reaches
out to 11,000 schools in eleven adivasi districts of the state. The magazine is subscribed
by the District Primary Education Department, Govt. of Gujarat for its schools and is
found extremely useful by teachers.
The magazine includes oral stories, songs, folk epics, mythical and historical events,
ecology, puzzles, scientific inventions and language learning. The magazine is run
entirely by a group of young adivasis that includes documenters, editors, designers and
artists. Material for the magazine is sourced from writers, teachers and children of
various communities.
***
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OUT OF PRINT PUBLICATIONS

Adivasi Communities and Languages in India
Author : Ed. Nima S Gadhia
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 200
Price : Rs 60
Pages : 82
This handbook provides particulars about the adivasi
communities and sub-communities of India and the first and
other languages spoken by them in each of the states. This
compilation puts together the available sources regarding adivasi
communities, their origins and linguistic regions, the languages
spoken by them along with comprehensive statistical data.
Significantly, the handbook draws one’s attention to discrepancies in defining
community categories as well as language varieties or dialects that have crept in Census
studies. The work provides researchers a comparative perspective on their specific areas
of study.
***

Atmaram Rathod Yancha Kavita
Author : Atmaram Kaniram Rathod
Language : Marathi
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2003
Price : Rs 65
Pages : 96

Belonging to the Banjara community, Atmaram Rathod was a brilliant writer and social
activist. His work is marked by a deep political sensibility and concern for the people.
Yancha Kavita is a collection of the author’s poems on society and culture.
***
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Vahi magazine
Edited by Kanji Patel
Language : various adivasi languages
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2007
Price : Rs 60
Pages : 100
This special issue of Vahi on Adivasi Literature presents poems by young generation of
adivasi writers in Dehwali, Panchmahali Bhili, Rathwi, Gujarati, English, Hindi and Dungri
Bhili languages.
***
Majhi Sanad Kuthe Ahe (Where is my piece of land?)
Compilation : Chamulal Rathwa
Language : Marathi and Dehwali
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2004
Price : Rs 70
Pages : 117
This volume of Marathi and Dehwali poems expresses the pathos of the adivasis
deprived of their traditional rights on the forests. Belonging to Khandbara in Nandurbar
taluka of Maharashtra, Chamulal Rathwa, in his poems, expresses the sense of
exploitation among the adivasis and their struggle to survive with dignity.
***

Warso : Panchmahalna Geeto (Songs from Panchmahal)
Compilation : Arjunsinh Pargi
Language : Gujarati and Panchmahali Bhili
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2000
Price : Rs 125
Pages : 106
Arjunsinh Pargi’s Warso is a compilation of the songs sung among the Panchmahali Bhils
of Panchamahals-Dahod district of Gujarat. The collection includes folk songs, garbi,
wagdishaili, ganesh sthapna, Hindorageet, mamera geet, mandavana geet. The
collection has 158 songs sung spanning an entire lifetime. They bring alive various
occasions of birth, childhood, marriage, death, separation and bereavement and give a
glimpse of the wide range of social customs and ceremonies.
***
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Dhola-Maruni (a Bhil narrative song)
Compilation : Bhagwandas Patel
Language : Gujarati-Bhili
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2000
Price : Rs 40
Pages : 65
This a saga that, on account of its connection with the social and religious occasions in
‘folk’ life, has been passed down over the generations. Prevalent in the bhil region
known as ‘nani marwad’ upon the border between Gujarat and Rajasthan, this story has
been presented in the original Bhili with a brief summary in Gujarati translation. The tale
presents the anguish of a princess separated from the prince engaged in serving his
great medieval empire.
***
Bagdavat Devnarayan aur Gujrano Arelo ka Tulnatmak Adhyayan
(A Comparative Study of Bagdavat Devnarayan and Gujrano Arelo)
Author : Jigyasa Patel
Language : Hindi
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 1999
Price : 40, Pages : 58
This is a comparative study of two folk epics: Bagdavat Devnarayan, the epic of
Rajasthan compiled by Dr Krishnakumar Sharma and Gujrano Arelo, epic of the Bhils of
north Gujarat documented by Dr Bhagwandas Patel. Both epics are located within their
social, economic, religious and cultural context and reflect the world view and values of
their respective communities.
***
Engraji Amlatin Kayde va ‘gunehgar jamati’ chi sankalpna
Author : Laxmanrao Chavhan
Language : Marathi
Publisher : Bhasha Centre, Vadodara, 2007
Price : -Pages : 32
Laxman Chauhan gives the legal and social history of the notification and denotification
of the nomadic communities of India and how their status as ‘criminal tribes’ has
affected their social status, livelihood and education. The author discusses the issues of
the denotified and nomadic tribes, their human rights and legal entitlements.
***
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For orders, please write to:Coordinator,
Purva Prakash (by post mail or email)
purvaprakash.publication@gmail.com.
Shipping costs would be additional.
Delivery would take ten to twenty days.

Bhasha Research and Publication Centre/
Purva Prakash
37 Shreenathdham Duplex, Near Dinesh Mill,
Vadodara 390 007, Gujarat - India
Tel.
: 0265-2331968
Telefax: 0265-2359059

Email: purvaprakash.publication@gmail.com
Websites: www.bhasharesearch.org
www.adivasiacademy.org.in
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